Gender Communications

OVERVIEW

Men Are From Earth; Women Are From Earth…So Why Do We Seem To Be From Different Planets? Boys and girls grow up in different cultures, with differing organizing principles for how the world “works.” We learn different ways of leading and different ways of being team members, and our different ways of speaking reflect those different worlds. These same boys and girls grow up and go to work – it’s no wonder we sometimes have difficulty working with each other. Learning about these differences won’t make them go away, but it’s the key to understanding why the other sex is behaving like it is. Without understanding, we tend to simply blame the other person.

GOAL

Julie White, Ph.D. helps participants learn to value differences and apply good judgment in interfacing with the opposite gender to maximize business communications and results.

BUSINESS RESULTS

• This session engages the participant in a highly energized, fun exploration of our differences and provides skills for maximizing these differences.